GUEST & SPEAKING PROPOSAL:
The Last Letter Journey - A simple practice that changes lives

Brief Description:
Andy Chaleff is a private mentor and advisor to a handful of highprofile business leaders. He has been behind the scenes of many of the
disruptions in mindfulness and education today. eMindful, InnerExplorer,
SOLE and The Cleveland Municipality School District are just a few of the
clients that he has helped guide to success.
As a gift to his mother, Andy is taking the 30th anniversary of her death to share a beautiful practice.
He has written a book called, The Last Letter, which is his deeply personal life story of traveling the world to
find healing and joy. The book and the practice are very much connected to his own life journey.
As a freshman in college Andy took a Sociology of Death course. In the middle of the course, he
realized that one day everything that he loved would one day no longer be there. He took the intensity of
that moment to write his mother a letter. She received the letter and left him a voicemail. Only a few hours
later she was killed by a drunk driver. The urgency that guided him to write that letter 30 years ago, is once
again guiding him today.
In 2018 Andy is taking on an ambitious project that goes by the same name as his book, The Last
Letter. To kick off this project, Andy will be taking 3 months to travel through the US by car, hosting small
and large gatherings. These gatherings are set up for a single purpose. Participants will be asked to consider
the urgency of life and, with that intensity, to write.
All gatherings are free of charge and the only thing required from
CONTACT INFORMATION:

the host is a place to hold the event and a group of friends that you’d like

Name: Andy Chaleff

to share a meaningful moment with. In addition to gatherings, Andy is

Main Phone #: (317) 909 8626
Add'l Phone #: +31 (6) 387 5572

available for speaking and guest appearances to share about the practice

Address: Berenstraat 7, Amsterdam
1016GG

and his journey. More information is available upon request.

Email: andy@meaningfulrelations.com
Website: www.TheLastLetter.com

